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Abstract Elastic Hadoop applications consisting of multiple virtual machines (VMs) are widely used to
support big data analysis and processing. In this scenario, flash-based solid state drive (SSD) is usually
deployed on hypervisors and used as the cache to improve the IO performance. However, existing SSD
caching schemes are mostly VM-centric, which focus on the low-level IO performance metrics of individual
VMs. They may not lead to the optimized performance of elastic Hadoop applications, i.e., the job completion
time (JCT), as the importance of VMs inside the application are different even though they have the similar
low-level IO patterns. Considering the IO dependency among VMs and figuring out the importance, which
we regard as the application-centric metrics, may potentially better improve the performance. We present
IO dependency based requirement model, to characterize the requirement of SSD cache for each VM inside
the elastic Hadoop application, and then use it in a genetic algorithm (GA) based approach to calculate
the nearly optimal weights of VMs for allocating the per-VM SSD cache space and the capacity of the I/O
operations per second (IOPS). Furthermore, we present a tool AC-SSD based on the approach and introduce
the closed-loop adaptation to react to continuously changing workloads. The evaluation shows that by using
AC-SSD, the JCT is reduced by up to 39% for IO sensitive workloads, up to 29% for continuously changing
workloads, and over 12.5% for different scale of data comparing to the shared cache.
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1

Introduction

Hadoop1) applications are widely used, supporting the enterprises to complete critical tasks. To face
different scale of data and user workloads, cloud providers offer virtual machines (VMs) based elastic
Hadoop applications. For example, Amazon EC2 provides Amazon EMR2) , which allows tenants to run
big data applications in the cloud. OpenStack foundation provides Sahara3) to host the data-intensive
* Corresponding author (email: wangwei@otcaix.iscas.ac.cn)
1) Apache Hadoop. http://hadoop.apache.org/.
2) Amazon Elastic MapReduce. https://aws.amazon.com/elasticmapreduce/.
3) OpenStack Sahara. https://docs.openstack.org/developer/sahara/.
c Science China Press and Springer-Verlag GmbH Germany 2018
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application cluster easily. The most important performance metric of Hadoop applications is the job
completion time (JCT). Supported by the HDFS [1], the Hadoop applications are data-intensive. Thus,
apart from guaranteeing the data consistency [2, 3], improving IO performance will help reduce the JCT.
Flash-based solid state drive (SSD) has significant advantages over traditional hard disk drive (HDD),
delivering up to 100K I/O operations per second (IOPS) at low latency. Thus it has been a preferred
solution to improving the IO performance [4,5]. Hypervisors, where VMs are hosted in the virtualization
environment, are usually attached with a HDD based shared storage to save VM images. In this architecture, it is widely recognized that the IO performance is fundamental to the efficient use of virtualized
resources [6, 7]. SSD caching is a promising option to improve the IO performance of VMs as well as the
hosted data-intensive applications such as elastic Hadoop applications.
Host-side SSD caching has received much attentions these years [8–11]. VMs hosted on the same
hypervisor share one physical SSD for caching. The SSD is partitioned to support the per-VM SSD
caching. However, existing host-side SSD caching schemes face severe challenges as existing study is
mostly VM-centric. The VM-centric approaches manage the SSD cache based on low-level IO performance
metrics of individual VMs, thus they can lead to the best IO performance from the view of VM. However,
such approaches may not tune for the optimal performance from the application view, i.e., the JCT of
Hadoop applications. During the execution of a Hadoop job, the VM requests for data from local storage
and other nodes. Due to the data locality, the contribution to the JCT is different for VMs inside the
cluster. For the VM centric approach, VMs allocated with high ratio of SSD cache may contribute little
to the application-level performance, which leads to the waste of SSD cache.
Figures 1 and 2 demonstrate a simple 5-node Hadoop cluster. Node-1 is the HDFS NameNode while
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Node-2 to 5 are DataNodes. Also, there is a background task running on Node-5. We assume that the
total SSD cache space is 5 GB and the overall working set is 20 GB. For each node, the ratio of IO
operations related to the jobs is different, which we regard as the importance. Furthermore, as the HDFS
is deployed on each node, the low-level IO patterns of VMs are similar. The metadata node (Node-1)
needs more SSD cache due to IO dependency from other nodes, while the datanode (Node-5) also needs
more SSD cache space due to data locality. Figure 1 shows the result of the VM-centric approach, which
allocates the SSD cache based on the working sets, while Figure 2 shows that of the App-centric approach,
which allocates based on the importance of VMs. Assuming that the average latency of SSD is 0.1x of
HDD, the average latency is 0.775 · lHDD for the VM-centric approach and 0.47836 · lHDD for the Appcentric approach. Comparing to the VM-centric approach, the App-centric approach reduces the average
latency by 38.3%. Thus, using App-centric approaches may lead to the optimal performance.
Additionally, cloud providers usually build elastic Hadoop clusters from multiple VMs and place the
VMs using the load balance strategy. VMs from different elastic Hadoop applications may be placed on
the same hypervisor, while multiple elastic Hadoop applications may be placed on one hypervisor. In
this architecture, the relationships among VMs inside the elastic Hadoop application are also important.
Thus, we need the application-centric SSD cache allocation, which allocates the SSD cache according to
the requirement of VMs and takes the relationships among VMs into consideration to get the optimal
application-level performance.
There are still some limitations to the effective usage of SSD caching to improve the performance of
elastic Hadoop applications. The amount of SSD cache which can be allocated to VMs is limited comparing to the working set, so we need to make full use of SSD cache by allocating the per-VM SSD cache
according to the demand of the VM. Furthermore, the IOPS capacity of SSD is also limited. There may
be potential resource contention of IOPS among VMs hosted on the same hypervisor. Thus, we need
to both allocate the cache space and the IOPS capacity for each VM to get the optimal performance.
Furthermore, for elastic Hadoop applications, allocating different amount of cache space and IOPS capacity may result in different reduction of the JCT. A straight-forward approach is far from enough for
calculating the optimized cache allocation plan. Also, the workloads of different Hadoop application as
well as the importance of VMs during the execution of jobs are continuously changing. We regard the
importance of VMs as the contribution to the overall performance of the elastic Hadoop application, i.e.,
the reduction of the JCT when allocating the same SSD cache to the VM. In this scenario, the SSD
caching approach must be adaptive to react to continuously changing workloads.
We overcome two technical challenges to meet the goal of optimizing the application-level performance.
(1) How to characterize the importance of VMs from the application view, so as to guide
the allocation of cache space and IOPS capacity? For different elastic Hadoop applications, the
reduction of the JCT when allocating different cache space and IOPS capacity may be different. We need
to figure out the performance metrics related to the JCT to characterize the importance and help find
out the optimized SSD cache allocation plan.
(2) How to efficiently allocate the SSD cache space and control the IOPS according to
the requirement of VMs and react to continuously changing workloads? As the workloads of
elastic Hadoop applications and the requirement of VMs during the execution of jobs are continuously
changing, a static or off-line approach is not capable.
This paper makes the following contributions:
(1) We present IO dependency based requirement model, to characterize the importance of VMs inside
elastic Hadoop applications, to help figure out the requirement of SSD cache from application view.
(2) Based on this model, we introduce a genetic algorithm (GA) based approach which calculates the
nearly optimal weight for each VM and then allocates the capacity of SSD cache space and IOPS based
on the weight.
(3) We present AC-SSD, a tool to dynamically allocate the SSD cache based on the approach. We also
introduce the closed-loop adaptation to react to continuously changing workloads.
The evaluation shows that by using AC-SSD, the JCT is reduced by up to 39% for IO sensitive
workloads, up to 29% for continuously changing workloads, and over 12.5% for different scale of data
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comparing to the shared cache.
A preliminary version of this paper is presented in [12]. The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In
Section 2, we discuss two meta level principles we found in elastic Hadoop applications, which motivate us
to build the model. In Section 3, we discuss IO dependency based requirement model, which characterizes
the importance of VMs inside the Hadoop application. In Section 4, we discuss the GA based approach
and the closed-loop adaptation we used to dynamically allocate the SSD cache with the nearly optimal
weights. In Section 5, we discuss the implementation of the tool, AC-SSD. In Section 6, we experiment
with AC-SSD to validate that it can reduce the JCT of Hadoop applications and react to continuously
changing workloads under different data scales. We discuss the related work in Section 7. Section 8
concludes the paper.

2

Meta-level principles

We focus on HDFS [1], YARN [13], and some famous frameworks based on Apache Hadoop, including
HBase [14] and Mahout4) . As elastic Hadoop applications are data intensive, the JCT can be reduced
by improving the IO performance of VMs. Managing per VM SSD cache space and IOPS capacity may
be the preferred solution. We have found two meta-level principles of elastic Hadoop applications, which
guide the allocation of cache, as shown below:
(1) Relationships among VMs. The importance of each VM inside the elastic Hadoop application
may be different due to data locality and the difference of roles. For example, HDFS NameNode and the
YARN ResourceManager are the fundamental nodes, which have the significant impact on the JCT, even
though they may have the same IO pattern as other nodes with high ratio of IO operations.
(2) Temporal characteristics. The IO patterns for VMs inside the elastic Hadoop application are
changing during the execution of the job. For example, the hot spot in the map and reduce stage of the
job may be different.
Next, we use two illustrative examples to show the meta-level principles. First, different types of
Hadoop applications may have different sensitivity on IO operations due to different behavior of applications and the relationships among VMs inside applications. Furthermore, multiple VMs inside the
same application may have the same IO pattern but with different importance. The example is shown
in Figure 3. We run 4 representative benchmarks (Aggregation, Bayes, K-Means and Sort) on a 5-VM
Hadoop cluster. The x axis represents the total SSD cache space allocated to the application. We observe
that when allocating different size of the SSD cache, the JCT of Aggregation and Bayes benchmarks is
reduced significantly. However, for CPU sensitive benchmark (Sort), the JCT changes slightly. Thus,
allocating more cache space and IOPS capacity to the data intensive applications will make efficient use
of SSD cache.
4) Apache Mahout: scalable machine learning and data mining. http://mahout.apache.org/.
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IO dependency based requirement model.

Second, we observe that the IO patterns may be different during the execution of one job. For example,
the importance of VMs may be different for the map and reduce stage in one job, which leads to different
hot spots in the application. The static SSD caching approach is far from enough to react to continuously
changing workloads. The example is shown in Figure 4. We run the K-Means benchmark on a 5-VM
Hadoop cluster. The x axis represents the time, while y axes represent the overall throughput and IOPS
of the application during the execution of the job. We observe that IO patterns are different for different
stages. In this scenario, the static SSD caching approach may be incapable. Thus, we need closed-loop
adaptation to react to continuously changing workloads. Also, using a sliding window based monitoring
may potentially reduce the waste of SSD cache.

3

IO dependency based requirement model

In this section, we first define the SSD cache allocation problem, and then show the NP completeness of
it. Furthermore, we present IO dependency based requirement model, aiming to figure out the SSD cache
requirement of each VM inside the application, which we regard as the importance of VMs, as shown
in Figure 5. We characterize the importance of VMs from 3 metrics and use the match degree of given
weights and performance metrics to figure out the best ratio of SSD cache space and IOPS capacity for
each VM.
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Problem definition

We aim to calculate the weights for each VM inside the application and allocate the SSD cache space
and IOPS capacity based on the weight. Our goal is to create the connection between the low-level IO
performance of VMs (such as the throughput and the IOPS) and the performance of applications (JCT
of elastic Hadoop applications), which we regard as the importance of VMs.
There are multiple applications hosted in the cluster. Firstly, we regard the application A as the
set of n VMs v, Ai = {v1 , v2 , . . . , vn }. Also, each VM is hosted on one specific hypervisor H. We
have Hi = {v1 , v2 , . . . , vn }. Please note that VMs belong to one application may be hosted on different
hypervisors, while multiple applications may be hosted on one hypervisor. Thus we need different sets A
and H for them. We use the weight w to describe the importance of VMs, which shows the contribution
to the JCT for each VM when running the specific workload. Thus, we have the weight vector of cache
space and IOPS capacity W = {w1 , w2 , . . . , wn }, where wi is the weight tuple {wspace , wIOPS } of the
VM vi .
Furthermore, when running different types of workloads, the requirement of SSD cache space and IOPS
capacity for VMs may be totally different. Allocating the SSD cache space and IOPS capacity due to the
importance and the IO pattern of the VM will help improve the performance and reduce the JCT. We
regard the reduction of JCT of the VM when allocating the specific SSD cache space and IOPS capacity
as the Profit. Thus, we aim to calculate the weight of SSD cache space and IOPS capacity for each VM
to maximize the profit function. The detail of the profit function can be found in Subsection 3.3.
3.2

NP completeness of application-centric SSD cache allocation

Next, we show the NP completeness of application-centric SSD cache allocation problem by showing that
the 0-1 knapsack problem is a special instance of the problem. Thus it is reasonable to use the GA
based approach to calculate nearly optimal weights of VMs. To allocate per-VM cache space and IOPS
capacity so as to minimize the JCT, we need to figure out appropriate ratio of cache space and IOPS
capacity for each VM. To simplify the problem, we assume that the cost (usage of SSD cache space and
IOPS capacity) and the value (the reduction of JCT) for each VM is constant when running the specific
workload.
Then, we add restrictions to the problem to build a special case of 0-1 knapsack problem. The item
set is the VM set V = {v1 , v2 , . . . , vn }, while the amount of the items is |V | = n. The cost for each item
C = {c1 , c2 , . . . , cn } is the ratio of cache space and IOPS capacity for each VM. The value for each item
W = {w1 , w2 , . . . , wn } is the reduction of JCT when the VM is selected to allocate specific ratio of cache
space and IOPS capacity. The capacity of the knapsack is the total cache space and IOPS capacity of
SSD. The objective function is to select VMs in the set V to allocate the cache space and IOPS capacity
under the limitation of total capacity (the Σci ) to get the maximized Σwi . It is just like the objective
function in the 0-1 knapsack problem, i.e., to select items under the restriction of cost C to maximize the
total value of the items.
As the 0-1 knapsack problem is NP complete, we show that the application-centric SSD cache allocation
problem is also NP complete.
3.3

Profit function

Unlike other types of application (such as the micro service based web application), the data dependency
inside the Hadoop application has a strong impact on the JCT, so we need to firstly characterize it. For
Hadoop applications, the IO time of a job can be divided into 2 parts.
(1) Local IO operations related to the job. This part can be improved by allocating more SSD cache
or IOPS capacity to specific VMs.
(2) Data transfer through network communication, which means one node requests for data stored on
other nodes. This part can be improved by allocating more SSD cache space or IOPS capacity to the
target VM.
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Thus, we use the following metrics to characterize the requirement.
(1) IO Dependency. This indicates the ratio of IO through network communication inside the application. Optimizing the performance of a VM with high IO dependency will result in better reduction of
JCT.
(2) Random access intensity. As SSD has advantages over HDD mostly for random access, allocating
SSD cache for those with high rate of random access (small average request size) will make full use of the
SSD performance. In this model, we regard the random access intensity as the reciprocal of the average
size of IO operations.
(3) IO sensitivity of local operations. The ratio of local IO operations is also important for allocating
the SSD cache space and IOPS capacity. In this model, we regard the IO sensitivity as the ratio of IO
and non-IO operations.
For a specific VM, we use the ratio of the network throughput and the disk IO throughput as the
dependency of other VM on it, as shown below. In this paper, we regard the throughput as the bytes of
data transferred per second through network or disk I/O.
Dependency(vi , A) =

n
X
NetworkThroughput(vi , vj )
j=1

IOThroughput(vi )

.

Thus, for a given weight of the VM, we use the following profit function to characterize the importance
of each VM:
Profit(v, w) = MatchDegree(matchIO (v, w), matchrandom (v, w), matchdependency(v, w)).
Our goal is to find the w to match the 3 metrics, so as to maximize the Profit(v, w). When using the
model in the approach described in Section 4, we use the Euclidean distance as the match degree. We
calculate the distance between the weight and the relative performance metrics as the profit. For SSD
cache space allocation, we only use the match degree of IO sensitivity and IO dependency:
MatchDegree(matchIO (v, w), matchdependency(v, w)),
while for IOPS capacity allocation, we only use the match degree of random access intensity and IO
dependency:
MatchDegree(matchrandom (v, w), matchdependency(v, w)).

4

Approach

In this section, we will introduce the GA based approach we used to calculate the nearly optimal weights,
and the closed-loop adaptation inspired by MAPE-K [15] to react to continuously changing workloads.
4.1

Genetic algorithm based SSD cache allocation

Based on IO dependency based requirement model, we use the GA based approach to calculate the nearly
optimal weights of cache space and IOPS capacity for each VM. As mentioned before, the elastic Hadoop
application consists of multiple VMs. The importance of the master node (HDFS NameNode or YARN
ResourceManager) is different from that of the slave nodes. Also, the IO dependency among the nodes
inside the cluster has the strong impact on the application-level performance, i.e., the JCT. Thus the IO
dependency based requirement model can be used with the GA. This approach can also be used for other
types of application with the same architecture and characteristics.
4.1.1 Structure of the genetic algorithm
We introduce some critical parameters and the structure of the genetic algorithm. The chromosome
indicates the weight tuple {wspace , wIOPS } (which is the ratio of cache space and IOPS capacity) for
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each VM, along with the VM specific information used in the algorithm, such as the IO dependency, the
random access intensity and the IO sensitivity. Thus, the genome indicates the allocation plan, including
all VMs belong to all applications along with the weights of cache space and IOPS capacity. We define
the selection operation as randomly selecting genomes by the fitness. We define the crossover operation as
swapping random numbers of chromosome of two genomes. We define the mutation operation as changing
the weight of randomly selected chromosomes of a genome inside a specific range. After performing the
crossover or the mutation operation, the weights will be normalized again.
The structure of the GA we used is the same as general GAs. The initial population is generated with
genomes of random values (the ratio of cache space and IOPS capacity). For each iteration, we calculate
the fitness and sort the genome by fitness. Then the crossover and mutation operations are performed on
genomes to generate the new population. If the count of the iteration exceeds the limitation, we output
the best individual with the highest fitness as the result.
4.1.2 Fitness calculation
The fitness aims to help predict the JCT and is fundamental to the GA based approach. According to
the model mentioned in the Section 3, we calculate the IO sensitivity, random access intensity and IO
dependency for each VM. Then, the fitness is calculated by comparing the match degree of the weight
with these metrics. The match degree is calculated by summing up the Euclidean distance between the
weight and all 3 metrics. We finally adjust the match degree to a positive relative value to the JCT. The
algorithm of fitness calculation is shown in Algorithm 1.
Algorithm 1 Fitness calculation
Require: Target genome; CPU time, IO usage (IO time, Bandwidth and IOPS), network throughput for each VM;
Ensure: Fitness for target genome.
1: Initialization;
2: for all chromosome c in target genome do
3:
VM c.v ← VM bound to c;
4:
Application c.app ← Application bound to c;
5:
Weight c.ws ← Weight of cache space bound to c;
6:
Weight c.wi ← Weight of IOPS capacity bound to c;
7:
IO sensitivity c.s ← c.v.IOTime/c.v.CPUTime;
8:
Random access intensity c.r ← c.v.TotalIOPS/c.v.TotalBandwidth;
9:
// Calculating the IO dependency
10:
IO dependency c.d ← 0;
11:
for all network throughput t between c.v and VMs in c.app do
12:
c.d ← c.d + t/c.v.TotalBandwidth;
13:
end for
14: end for
15: // Normalization
16: for all chromosome c in target genome do
17:
c.s ← c.s/Total c.s;
18:
c.r ← c.r/Total c.r;
19:
c.d ← c.d/Total c.d;
20: end for
21: // Calculate the match degree
22: for all chromosome c in target genome do
23:
Match degree c.m ← (c.ws − c.s)2 + (c.wi − c.r)2 + (c.ws − c.d)2 + (c.wi − c.d)2 ;
24: end for
P
25: Fitness f ← 4 × (countVM ) −
c.m;
26: return f .

4.2

Dynamic allocation of cache space and IOPS capacity

For elastic Hadoop applications, the importance of VMs are different when the workloads are continuously
changing, or for different stages during the execution of one workload. Thus, we introduce the closed-loop
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Step 2.2: GA based approach to find nearly optimal weights

(Color online) Execution of the closed-loop.

adaptation to dynamically allocate the cache space and IOPS capacity. The closed-loop adaptation we
used consists of 3 steps: monitoring, solving and applying.
4.2.1 Three levels of monitoring
We monitor status and the performance of elastic Hadoop applications from the hypervisor, the application and the VM level, to gather information for GA based approach.
For the hypervisor level, we deploy agent on each hypervisor to monitor the cache status, including the
overall usage and statistics of the SSD, and the usage of cache space and IOPS capacity for each VM.
For the application level, we deploy agent on each VM to figure out the elastic Hadoop applications it
belongs to, and build the topology for each application by monitoring the interactions of VMs via network
communication. Furthermore, we detect the role of VMs by filtering the list of running processes. We
also trace the status of the job execution to help find the important VMs.
For the VM level, we use the agent deployed on each VM to monitor the CPU time, the network
throughput and the IO pattern, which will be used by GA based approach. The agent monitors the CPU
time to get the IO and non-IO time, to help calculate the IO sensitivity. The agent monitors the inbound
and outbound network throughput for each VM inside the elastic Hadoop application, to help calculate
the IO dependency of VMs. The agent monitors the IO throughput and the average size of IO requests
for each VM, to help calculate the random access intensity.
4.2.2 Execution of the closed-loop
The execution of the closed-loop is shown in Figure 6, which consists of 4 main steps. For one round of the
closed-loop adaptation, AC-SSD firstly monitors the low-level performance of each VM, including the CPU
usage, the network communication and the IO pattern. Also, AC-SSD characterizes the topology for each
application and then traces the status of job execution (Step 1). Then, the information will be used by
the GA based approach to calculate fitness based on IO dependency based requirement model (Step 2.1)
and then get the nearly optimal weights of cache space and IOPS capacity (Step 2.2). Finally, ACSSD allocates per-VM cache space and IOPS capacity (Step 3). Furthermore, the interval of the sliding
window based monitoring and the execution of the closed-loop is one minute (Step 4). We observe that
the interval is sufficient to achieve balance between the overhead and the accuracy of monitoring.
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Implementation

In this section, we introduce the tool, AC-SSD, which provides the allocation of per-VM SSD cache
space and IOPS capacity based on IO dependency based requirement model and GA. Furthermore, ACSSD introduces closed-loop adaptation to react to continuously changing workloads. AC-SSD monitors
the elastic Hadoop application to gather information from the VM, the hypervisor and the application
level. The data will be used by the GA based approach to figure out the requirement of cache space and
IOPS capacity for each VM and then calculate the nearly optimal weights. Finally the allocation plan
will be applied by resizing the cache and controlling the IOPS capacity for each VM.
AC-SSD consists of 5 main components: the controller, the monitor, the solver, the executor and
agents deployed on each hypervisor and VM, to support the closed-loop adaptation and the GA based
approach.
(1) The controller triggers the execution of whole closed-loop adaptation. It communicates with the
monitor, solver, executor and agents via the RESTful API. It also starts the new round of closed-loop
adaptation for the interval of one minute.
(2) The monitor gathers performance data of CPU, disk IO and network communications from the
agents deployed on VMs to help figure out the requirement of cache space and IOPS capacity. It also
parses the process list of each VM to build the topology of the elastic Hadoop application and detect the
role of each VM, and then traces the status of running jobs. Additionally, it gathers data from the agent
deployed on each hypervisor to get the resource supply and the limitation of SSD cache space and IOPS
capacity. The gathered performance data will then be used by solver to calculate the nearly optimal
results.
(3) The solver calculates weights of cache space and IOPS capacity for each VM inside each elastic
Hadoop application by using the GA based approach. Finally, an allocation plan will be generated for
the executor to apply.
(4) The executor sends messages to the agent on each hypervisor to apply the plan by allocating
per-VM SSD cache and IOPS capacity.
(5) The agent is deployed on each VM and hypervisor. For VMs, the agent aims to gather performance
data, parse the process list, and figure out the role of VMs inside the elastic Hadoop application. For
hypervisors, the agent resizes the per-VM SSD cache and controls the IOPS capacity for VMs hosted on
them.
We implement AC-SSD based on Xen [16], a widely used hypervisor. The controller, monitor, solver,
executor and agents are implemented in Java. We also modify the default block driver of QEMU and
add an LRU based SSD cache. We use separate file stored on SSD to maintain the per-VM cache. In
order to allocate IOPS capacity, we use Linux cgroup to change the weight of IOPS for different VMs.
We use the sysstat package and the Linux proc filesystem to monitor the performance of CPU, disk IO
and network communication. Furthermore, we use the library libvirt to manage the lifecycle of VMs and
safely suspend the VM before allocating the cache space and IOPS capacity.

6

Evaluation

In this section, we seek to answer the following questions:
(1) Is AC-SSD better than the shared cache approach for elastic Hadoop applications with the JCT
metric?
(2) Can AC-SSD reallocate the cache space and IOPS capacity according to the dynamic workloads?
(3) Is AC-SSD effective for different data scales of workloads?
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Experiment setupa)

Cluster

Hypervisor

Cluster #

Node #

Hypervisor #

Node #

1

1, 3, 6, 11, 16

1

1, 2, 3, 4, 5

2

2, 4, 7, 9, 12, 14, 15, 17, 19, 20

2

6, 7, 8, 9, 10

3

5, 8, 10, 13, 18

3

11, 12, 13, 14, 15

4

16, 17, 18, 19, 20

a) The node with bold text is the master node of the cluster.

6.1

Experiment design

6.1.1 Experiment setup
Our experimental environment includes four Inspur blade servers, each has 8 cores and 16 GB memory
with a 240 GB SSD and a 300 GB SAS HDD. Besides, there is a shared storage based on the HDDs.
All servers run on CentOS 7.2 guest OS under Xen hypervisor, and we deploy 3 VM-based clusters with
three tenants, as show in Table 1.
The clusters 1, 2 and 3 consist of 5 VMs, 10 VMs and 5 VMs, respectively. The master node of cluster 1
does not interfere with the others, and the master node of clusters 2 and 3 are placed on the same
hypervisor. In this scenario, tenants usually build VM-based Hadoop clusters with fairness strategy.
Thus, we place the three clusters fairly on four hypervisors to simulate the strategy, which means each
application consists of VMs hosted on all hypervisors. We deployed Hadoop 2.7.2 for each cluster, while
the replication of HDFS is set to 2.
For the GA based approach, we set the mutation rate to 20%, crossover rate to 50%, and the range
of mutation to 20%. Moreover, we set the population size to 100 and the max generation to 3000. Thus
the algorithm can end in less than 1 s.
6.1.2 Benchmarks
We aim to simulate the scenarios in the real world and choose benchmarks from three widely used open
source projects: Apache Hadoop, Apache HBase, and Apache Mahout, as shown below:
(1) The IO sensitive benchmark. We select the TestDFSIO benchmark from HDFS. When the tenants are running cross-cluster data synchronization tasks, the IO pattern is just like the IO sensitive
benchmarks.
(2) Parallel algorithms. We select the Sort, Terasort and Wordcount benchmarks from Hadoop. These
workloads are similar to the data processing tasks with big input and small output.
(3) SQL. We select the Aggregation, Join and Scan benchmarks from HBase. The pattern is similar
to the execution of query on a big database.
(4) Data mining and websearch. We select the Bayes, K-Means and Pagerank benchmarks from
Mahout. The pattern is similar to the data analysis tasks, such as the recommendation or the mining of
user behavior.
The SQL benchmarks (Aggregation, Join and Scan) and the Pagerank benchmark are from HiBench [17]. We use the small data scale of HiBench for evaluating the effect of SSD cache allocation
and the closed-loop adaptation. We observe that the working sets for benchmarks with small data scale
are mostly over 200 MB for each VM, which is reasonable to be used in the experiment.
6.2

The effect of GA based SSD cache allocation

In this subsection, we aim to evaluate AC-SSD and compare the application-level IO performance and
JCT to the shared SSD cache, i.e., the VMs deployed on the same hypervisor share the entire SSD cache
space. We use three clusters as mentioned in Subsection 6.1.1, and run workloads simultaneously on
them. We set the total SSD cache space to 2560 MB for all VMs. Thus, the average cache space for one
VM is 128 MB, and the size of the shared cache for each hypervisor is 640 MB. We do not allocate the
IOPS capacity when using the shared cache.
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We firstly run the TestDFSIO benchmark to confirm that AC-SSD can better reduce the applicationlevel throughput and JCT comparing to the shared cache. We perform the write, read and random read
tests on 10 files. The size of each file is 256 MB. Figure 7 compares the reduction of JCT to the shared
cache for all three clusters. The results show that the JCT of IO sensitive workloads is reduced by up to
39% and 31% in average. Thus the cluster can run 45% more IO sensitive workloads comparing to the
shared cache. Figure 8 compares the application-level IO performance. By using AC-SSD, the throughput
is improved by up to 57%, and 35% in average. As AC-SSD continuously detects the important VMs and
reallocates cache space and IOPS capacity, it works better for larger clusters and for the workloads with
high ratio of random IO operations, especially for reads.
Secondly, we use several real world applications to evaluate AC-SSD. We run the parallel algorithms,
the SQL benchmarks and the data mining benchmarks on all three clusters and compare AC-SSD with
the shared cache. Figure 9 shows the reduction of JCT. We observe that when facing the data intensive
workloads, such as the three SQL benchmarks, the JCT is reduced by up to 19%. However, for those
CPU sensitive workloads or workloads with low network communications, such as the Wordcount or Sort,
the JCT is similar to the one using the shared cache. Furthermore, for those workloads with high ratio
of network communication and IO throughput, such as the Bayes and K-Means benchmarks, the JCT is
reduced by 27% when using AC-SSD. In average, by using AC-SSD, the JCT is reduced by 14.3% for
cluster 1, 17.8% for cluster 2, and 16% for cluster 3. It shows the effect of GA based approach and the
closed-loop adaptation as AC-SSD considers the relationships among VMs and reacts to the change of IO
patterns quickly. Similarly to the evaluation on IO sensitive workloads, the reduction of JCT for larger
clusters is a little better, as AC-SSD characterizes the importance of VMs dynamically and reallocates
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Figure 9 (Color online) Job completion time for 3 clusters running different workloads. (a) Cluster 1; (b) cluster 2;
(c) cluster 3.
Table 2
No.

Order of workloads

Workload-C1

Workload-C2

Workload-C3

1

Sort

Wordcount

Aggregation

2

Join

Terasort

Bayes

3

Pagerank

Sort

Wordcount

4

Aggregation

Aggregation

Sort

5

Terasort

Join

Scan

6

Scan

Scan

Join

7

Bayes

Bayes

Pagerank

8

K-Means

Pagerank

K-Means

9

Wordcount

K-Means

Terasort

the cache space and IOPS capacity quickly. The results of clusters 1 and 3 are different because there
may be resource contention of IOPS between the master nodes of clusters 2 and 3 as they are placed on
the same hypervisor. However, AC-SSD allocates more the cache space and IOPS capacity to the master
nodes of clusters 2 and 3, which lead to the reduction of JCT comparing to the shared cache.
Additionally, the overhead of the sliding window based monitoring bringing by the agents is around
3%, which is considerable for the cloud platform.
6.3

Using AC-SSD in the dynamic environment

We change the type of workloads to simulate the scenario that multiple tenants in the cloud platform run
workloads as they need. We aim to evaluate AC-SSD and confirm that AC-SSD can react to continuously
changing workloads. We change the type of workloads running on each cluster by the order listed in
Table 2. Each workload will execute for 10 min, or at least once, and we record the average JCT by
using AC-SSD and shared cache. We still use the same three clusters as mentioned in Subsection 6.2,
consisting of 20 VMs in total.
Figure 10 compares the JCT of 3 clusters running continuously changing workloads. When AC-
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SSD detects the change of workloads, it will quickly reallocate the cache space and IOPS capacity. Thus,
for those clusters running CPU sensitive workloads, AC-SSD react quicker than the shared cache, which
shows the up to 29% reduction of JCT. For example, when the workload of cluster changes from Terasort
to Scan (from group 5 to 6), the reduction of JCT changes significantly. Thus, AC-SSD improves the
application-level performance and the utility of SSD by resizing the cache space and IOPS capacity once
the change of workloads is detected. In average, by using AC-SSD, the JCT is reduced by 19% for cluster 1,
22% for cluster 2, and 18% for cluster 3. The improvement of the performance is better than the result
when facing the static workloads, and is better for big clusters.
Additionally, AC-SSD will allocate more cache space and IOPS capacity than the shared cache if the
target cluster is facing the heavy IO sensitive workloads and network interactions (such as the K-Means
and the Bayes benchmarks). However, for the shared cache, the cache needs to be warm up to give the
preferential treatment to the IO sensitive workloads. Besides, AC-SSD reacts quickly than the shared
cache when the type of workloads changes between CPU sensitive and IO sensitive.
Thus, AC-SSD can react to continuously changing workloads, and shows better performance when the
cluster is big or the type of workloads changes frequently between IO sensitive and CPU sensitive.

6.4

The effectiveness for different data scales

We run micro benchmarks of real world algorithms and change the data scale to find out if AC-SSD works
well for different data scales. We evaluate AC-SSD in 1.5x and 2x data scale than we use in Subsections 6.2
and 6.3. We run the benchmarks on a 5-node Hadoop cluster and still compare the JCT to the shared
SSD cache.
Figure 11 shows the JCT of benchmarks under the small and the large data scale. The results show
that by using AC-SSD, the JCT is reduced by 14.6% in average, and up to 19.8% for the 1.5x data scale.
While for the 2.0x data scale, AC-SSD reduces the JCT by 12.5% in average, up to 18.4%. Comparing to
the results in Subsections 6.2 and 6.3, the performance improvement is reduced, as for the big data scale,
more IO operations miss the cache, and the average IO latency increases. However, the results show that
AC-SSD still works efficiently for different data scales.
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Lessons learned

We observe that AC-SSD can reduce the JCT significantly for elastic Hadoop applications comparing
to the shared cache. It performs better for the workloads with high ratio of random IO operations.
Furthermore, it is capable to be used in multi-tenants cloud platforms as it allocates both the cache
space and IOPS capacity.
We use small clusters and SSD based caching system to evaluate AC-SSD. However, AC-SSD can easily
be used with big clusters consisting of hundreds of VMs as the genetic algorithm can end in a short time.
Additionally, AC-SSD can also be applied to other media with similar characteristics as SSD, such as
NVMe SSD or Intel Optane5) .
Moreover, the GA based approach can also be applied to other types of applications consisting of
multiple VMs, as it takes the relationships among VMs into consideration. The GA may be useful for
those applications with the same architecture as the elastic Hadoop application, i.e., consisting of one
master node and several slave nodes, with IO dependency among them. For other types of applications
with different architecture, such as the micro service based transactional web applications (with heavy
IO on database and low IO dependency among nodes) and the decentralization applications, the GA
with the IO dependency based requirement model may not be the best choice. The application-level
performance need to be characterize using different metrics, and the priori rules can be used to simplify
the calculation.
Furthermore, there are some limitations for AC-SSD. Firstly, the contention of IOPS capacity cannot
be ignored if VMs hosted on the same hypervisor are facing heavy random IO workloads. For example,
if master nodes of multiple Hadoop applications are placed on the same hypervisor, there may be strong
impact on JCT. However, this problem cannot be solved by allocating the IOPS capacity. The replacement
of VMs is needed to avoid the contention. Secondly, we perform the monitoring from the VM, the
application and the hypervisor level only by using non-intrusive approach. We do not instrument the
Hadoop application to deeply trace the execution of jobs, which means AC-SSD cannot change the
allocation plan accurately due to the behavior of jobs. Thus, there may be performance degradation
when the type of workloads changes rapidly inside one sliding window of monitoring.

7

Related work

In this section, we discuss the related work for the host-side SSD cache allocation.
We use the closed-loop adaptation and GA based algorithm before in TA-SSD [18], aiming to allocate
per-VM SSD cache space to reduce the response time of transactional web applications. However, TA-SSD
cannot detect the requirement of IOPS capacity of VMs. Also, the metrics it uses highly depend on the
behavior of the transactional applications, which may not be capable for the elastic Hadoop application.
5) Intel Optane Technology.
technology.html.

http://www.intel.com/content/www/us/en/architecture-and-technology/intel-optane-
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CloudCache [8] proposes a new cache demand model based on the reused working set, to satisfy the
actual cache demand of the workload so as to balance the IO performance and the wear out of the
SSD. Compared to CloudCache, the requirement model used by AC-SSD focuses on the metrics from the
high level, rather than the working set. Thus AC-SSD may lead to better performance when facing the
applications consisting of multiple VMs.
Capo [19] applies different cache policies for different directories on the file system of virtual desktops
to optimize the durability, reduce the load on shared storage, and improve the performance. Furthermore,
it uses local disk, not the SSD, as the persistent cache. Unlike Capo, AC-SSD focuses on the applicationlevel performances and allocates the SSD cache space and IOPS capacity for each VM considering the
characteristics of SSD. Thus, it is capable to be used with elastic Hadoop applications.
S-CAVE [20] considers the effectively used cache space (rECS) to figure out the cache demand of one
VM. Furthermore, it allocates the cache space due to the estimated rECS and the heuristics based on it.
Unlike S-CAVE, AC-SSD uses the application-centric metrics to characterize the requirement of cache
space and IOPS capacity for VMs inside elastic Hadoop applications.
vCacheShare [21] uses a cache utility model concerning the cache hit rate, reused intensity, disk latency
and read ratio. Unlike vCacheShare, AC-SSD focuses on the metrics related to the application-level
performance, rather than using the low-level performance metrics of individual VMs.
Centaur [10] uses curve to guide the adjustment of partitioned SSD cache. The miss rate curves (MRC)
and the latency curves are used to meet different QoS targets. However, Centaur mostly focuses on the
low-level IO performance of VMs and the status of SSD cache, not the application-level performance
metrics. Unlike Centaur, AC-SSD considers the relationship among VMs and the temporal characteristics
so that it is capable for meeting more complex requirements.

8

Conclusion

We present IO dependency based requirement model to characterize the importance of VMs inside the
elastic Hadoop application. Based on the model, we present AC-SSD, a novel tool to allocate per-VM
SSD cache space and IOPS capacity in order to reduce the JCT of the elastic Hadoop application. We
use the GA based approach to calculate the nearly optimal allocation plan and introduce the closedloop adaptation to react to continuously changing workloads. The evaluation shows that AC-SSD can
significantly improve the performance of elastic Hadoop applications comparing to the shared cache.
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